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ABSTRACT 
The symmetric solutions of linear matrix equations AX ffi C and AXB = C are 
considered. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the consistency o[ the eq-~,, 
tions with a symmetric ondition on solutions are derived using the singular-value 
decomposition and the generalized singular-value decomposition. Numerical algo- 
rithms for solving the equations are suggested. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R mx, denote the space of real m × n matrices, 
R")x"= {A[A ~Rmx",rank(A)= r}. 
We consider the symmetric solution of the linear matrix equa~on 
AX -- C (1) 
with A ~ R m X., C ~ R m x. .  We also consider the general case of Equation 
(1), 
axn=c,  (2) 
with A ER re×n, BER nxp, C ER mxp. 
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Equation (1) with a symmetric ondition on the solution were studied by 
Vetter [l] and Magnus and Neudecker [2]. The approach taken in both 
papers is to use the symmetric ondition to reduce the dimension of the 
vector of unknowns from ta” to n(n + 1)/2. With a device called the row 
deletion or elimination matrix one can then write a formula for the solution, 
which however is not very tmnsmnt. Don [3] derived the general symmet- 
ric solution X to Equation (1) by means of a formula for the partitioned 
minimum-norm reflexive generalized inverse. In Section 2, the singular-value 
decomposition (SVD) [4] will be used to investigate Equation (1); a simple 
and clear exposition, in terms of consistency condition with the symmetric 
solution and numerical solution, will be given. 
For the general case in (2), the consistency condition with the symmetric 
sclution can be obtained through the use of the generalized singular-value 
decomposition (CSVD) [S, 61, and a numerical algorithm for its symmetric 
solutions is suggested; the results are contained in Section 3. 
2. THE SYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS OF AX = C 
To study the consistency of Equation (1) with a symmetric ondition on 
the solution, we decompose the matrix A by SVD: 
A=U o o ( 1 2 OVT , 
where U= (Vi, U,) E RmXm and V= (VI,&) E RnX” are orthogonal matri- 
ces, Z=diag(o, ,..., o,), Ui>O (izl,..., T), r=rank(A), U~ER”~‘, VIE 
nXr I8 . 
We prove the following theorem. 
THEZOREM 1. Let the SVD of the matrix A be (3). Equation (1) has a 
symmetric solution if and only if ACT = CAT and UzTC = 0. In that case it 
has the general solution 
X = VJ-‘U,=C + V,V,TCTUiZZ-lVir+ V,GV,T, 
where G is an arbitrary (n - r) X( n - r) symmetric matrix. 
(4) 
Proof. We first prove the necessity of these conditions. If Equation (1) 
has a symmetric solution X, then XT = X and AX = C. By AT right-multiply- 
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ing the two sides of AX = ‘c, we have AXAT = CAT. Sincx- AXAr is symnt%- 
ric, then CA’= AC? From (3) and AX = C, we have U,XV,‘X = C. By Uz 
left-multiplying the two sides UJV[X = C, we get U,C = U,‘U,ZV,‘X. Since 
v,‘Ur = 0, then UZC = 0. 
To prove sufficiency we shall construct a symmetric solution of Equation 
(1). By (3), Equation (1) is equivalent to 
Let 
where X,, E RI”‘. Since UZC = 0, Equation (5) is equivalent to 
xx,, = u,‘cvl, 
%2 = ulvv2, 
(7) 
X 21 = x:2, 
x22 = xi&. 
Then X = Z-‘UrCV 11 1 17 Xl, = IX - ‘U,‘CVP From ACT = CAT and U2rC = 0, 
(: o&Fx=(g). 
’ x12 vxv= x 
i 1 x , 21 22 
(5) 
(6) 
is symmetric; then v,‘CVJ is symmetric. Thus we know that X,, = 
Z: - l( v,TCV,Z)Z - 1 is symmetric. 
IJet x22 = G be an arbitrary (n - r)x(n - r) symmetric matrix. Then 
x =v 
i 
z- ‘uJ_wl z-lu$v 2 VT 
VVU z-’ 2 1 G i 
= V,Z - ‘U;C + V2VsrCTUlX - ‘V,T + V,GV,’ 
is a symmetric solution of Equation (1). 
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Cka14y X is symmettic. By a direct computation we know that X satisfim 
Equation (1). 
COROLLARY 1. The ditmmion of the sgtmet+ solution space to Equu- 
tiim (I) is (n - r)(n - r + 1)/Z, t&em r = m&(A). 
This cor&uy was derived along different lines by Don in [3]. 
COROLLARY 2. if A E zxn, then Equation (1) has a symmetric solu- 
tic??8 if & “& ifAC”= CA? 
The formula (8) hds natura.Uy to a numerical algorithm for the solution 
of a consistent Eq~~atiou (1). 
3. THE SYMMEXRK SOLUTIONS OF AXB = C 
We decompose the mat&es A and BT using the GSVD: 
A= U&P, BT=VZeP, (9) 
where UeRmXm and V EWING are orthogonal matrices, PEIR”~” is 
nonsiugular matrix, 
ZAERmxn, 2,&UPX”, and r=ranIc 
and 
. . 
IA 0, . . 
z,= sA :O &= s, :o 
0,: ’ z, : 
(f s r-s-t * n-r) (t s r-s-t * n-r) 
(10) 
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Proofs and properties cxxceming the GSVD can ‘be found in [4-e]. A 
numerically stable algorithm for the computation of the CSVD was given by 
Stewart in (61. 
Ik?t 
PXPT = 
x*1 xl2 Xl, Xl 
X 21 x22 x, x2 
X 31 x32 x33 x, 
X 41 x42 X43 x4 
t s r-s-t n- 
\ 
4 
14 
L4 
14 
.,’ 
t 
s 
r-a-t 
n--r 
r 
S 
m--s--t 
Cl1 cl2 Cl, 
C2l c22 G3 
c 31 632 c33 
p+t-r s r-s-t 
I’ta*CV= 
(W 
(i3j 
Then we may state the following results. 
THEOREM 2. E9uutim (2) has a symmetric solutim if ad only if 
% = 0, c21=o, cal=o, c,=o, c,=o, 04) 
and 
s*s,‘c* 22 = C&‘S*. 
In that case it bus the general solution 
x=p-1 
Xl, G2Si’ G3 x14 
s,lc& s,-lc s-l s,-lc x 
c; cg x33= x; 
XL XL 
VT 
A34 x4.4 
(15) 
P-*: (16) 
wbe Xl, E Rtxt, X, E ~(r--s--P)X(r-s-t)~ o:d X, E R(n-r)x(n-r) aw nrfi- 
tray symmetric matrices, and X,, E UVX(“-‘), X, E RsX(*+, cl& X, E 
w( r-s-t)X(n-r) are arbitraw real matrices. 
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Proof. We first prove the necessity of (14) and (15). If Equation (2) has 
a symmetric solution X, then AXB = C, and PXPr is symmetric. From (12), 
we have X& = X,. By (9) to (12), AXB = C is equivalent to 
Then C,, = 0, Csr =0, Car=O, C3a= 0, C,=O. Since S,X&& =C%, i.e., 
S,X, = C&S,‘, then S,S,“C& = Cs&$, follows from X& = X, and 
Corollary 2. 
Now we prove the sufficiency of (14) and (15). Since Equation (2) is 
equivalent to Equation (la), then Equation (17) is consistent if (14) and (15) 
are satisfied. Thus X,, = C&r, X,, = Crs, X, = Sii&, and X, = 
S~1C$@ = s-r A (C@% ls, )% r is symmetric from (15). 
By a direct computation we know that X given by (16) is symmetric and 
satisfies Equation (2 j. 
COROLLARY 3. The dimension of the symmetric solution space to E~uQ- 
tion(2)is [t(t+l)+(r-s-t)(r-s-t+l)+(n-r)(n+r+1)]/2. 
COROLLARY 4. If B E R;xn and the SM) of the matrix A is (3), then 
E9uatbn (2) has a symmetric solution if and only if CB- ‘A’= AB- TCT and 
uic = 0. 
Equation (17) leads naturally to a numerical atgorithm for the solution of 
a consistent Equation (2). 
I would like to thank the referees fm several valuable commts. 
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